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Abstract. The times of type1 and type-free lambda-schemes are studied with respect to their 
use as control structures oi Ixogramming languages. The semantics of both classes are analyzed 
in the same semantical dom:dins. In particular, it is shown that typed A-sckemes are translatable 
into equivalent type-free A-schemes but not vice versa. Furthermore, we prove that the class of 
type-free h-schemes is universal in the sense that in the initial models all recursively enumerable 
L-trees 2 Z ’ IS :k set of operation symbols) are definable. 
Introduction 
High-level programming languages (e.g., ALGOL 68) usually require type specifica- 
tions of a!! identifiers occurring in a program, i.e. to each identifier a type such as 
int, real, bool, proc (char, string) bool, etc. is restricted according to some type 
conventions. 
In some other programming languages (e.g., LISP 1.5 or ALGOL 60) there are no 
or incomplete type specifications. 
On the one hand it is clear that a high-level language should have some sort of 
typing in order to achieve a certain programming discipline and to ease compiler 
construction (see, e.g., [34, pp. 92-O); on the other hand it is known that under the 
restriction to typed application and abstraction, only an uninteresting class of 
functions is programmable (see, e.g., [V]). 
In most programming languages this problem is solved by admitting the use of 
the fixed-point operator (which cannol itself be defined by a typed expression) 
either explicitly as, e.g., in PCF [62] or implicitly by introducing recursively defined 
procedures with fixed-point semantics as in ALGOL 68 and many others. 
This paper investigates the influence of type-free programming concepts on the 
definability of functions and objects in comparison with the exclusive use of typed 
concepts plus fixed-point operators. 
To illustrate this by an example, consider the following ALGOL 60 procedure P 
(taken fc\rm Ledgard [42]): 
integer procedure P(,C 1’ ) ; integer procedure ,f‘: integer .v : 
P := if y = 0 then 1 else y * ,f(.f; y - 1). 
Although each occurring identifier ( \‘,.f’and _v) is declared, the type of the psrameter 
1‘ is not completely specified. By looking at the procedure-body one realizes that :i 
full type-specification for .f’ is not possible, due to an occurrence of self-application 
“.r‘(,ji p’ - 1 1”. Some experts in programming language design, such as Addyman et 
al. [?I and Strait et al. [70] who are concerned with the further development of 
PAWXI , exclude the use of incompletely defined procedure parameters in their 
languages, without commenting on the problem of whether this is a real restriction, 
i.e., whether or not there is an equivalent fully-typed procedure for earlh procedure 
with incomplete specifications. 
In this paper we shall answer this question negatively. 
In order to investigate the influence of type-free concepts in progr;immmg indepen- 
dently of present base operations (system-defined functions) and predicates, we 
consider the control structure of a programming language on the level of program 
\chcmes, i.e., we abstract in a given program tkom all given operations. predicates 
:iud branchings and replace rl-ary application and parameterization using ‘currying’ 
by montidic application and r;~rameterization. This process yields t> psd Iamb&t- 
schemes in the cast’ of typed programs :md type-free l~~mbd:~-~ch~mts othtwviw. 
In the Axle ewnpltz, fhe I~lmhd;l-scheme P, which ih the underl~inp control 
structure of‘ the procedure f’ rc:t& as follo\\h: 
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In the above example, this means that the scheme PA must be interpreted in a 
limit domain (due to self-application), whereas the semantics of tr;le scheme 
(( PA PA )s), which corresponds to a procedure call P( P, x) to compute x factorial, 
should be an object of finite type, namely an integer. 
These considerations are the motivation for defining typed denotational semantics 
of lambda-schemes using th\e type-free semantics of the syntactical parts. 
The following diagram illustrates this idea: 
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This atppro, 1~::: !L J some advantages: 
- Kt~owleupe of equivalence, undefi;;~tl~?t~s3, etc. in the lambda-models is also 
app!icGle to the typed >,emantics. 
- Semantical objects are the same as in the case of typed program-schemes, thus 
comparisons and meaning-preserving translations are possible. 
- An operational semantics can be given which is correct with respect to the 
denotational one. 
Remark. ln this paper we develop the theory for a particular limit domain, namely 
A,. Of course there are ;f lot of different models for the lambda-calculus besides 
the &ipinal limit construction by Scott, which we refer to. However, one realizes 
that the results to be developed in the following chapters also hold in other models, 
such as solutions of domain equations 
The reason not to formulate results for a general class of lambda-models lies in the 
f;ict that general retractions and injections as well as the denotational semantics of 
h-schemcc hccorne technically more complicated, testing for example in which part 
oi‘ cl domain an element is found. However, usin 3 A, is general enough as formalized 
i: Theorem 7.14 which can be read as follovrs: 
Gi\.en a h-scheme t which can be typed by 7, then the semantics of t in A, is 
equi\pale;lt to rhe typed semantics of t in A’. 
This paper is composed of eight sections: 







2 we develop finitely typed cpo’s and limit domains (Scott-cpo’s) and 
between them. 
3 the formal definitions of the syntax and semantics of lambda-schemes 
In Section 4 we mainly discuss semantical properties in Scott-models. 
In Section 5 we prove a Mezei-Wright-like result for lambda-schemes, which 
enables us to apply some results which hold in the initial algebra in all other 
interpretations. 
In Section 6 we show that the class of lambda-schemes i universal. 
ln Section 7 we prove that typed lambda-schemes are translatable into equivalent 
type-free lambda-schemes. 
Finally, in Section 8 we consider the lambda-definability of formal languages, 
i.e., the semantics of typed and type-free lambda-schemes with respect o the special 
interpretation by formal languages. This investigation yields the result that type-free 
lambda-schemes are on the level of control structures trictly more powerful than 
typed lambda-schemes, whereas the classes of definable objects in arbitrary lamhda- 
models by typed and type-free lambda-schemes are not comparable. 
1. Mathematical background 
Definition 1.1. A structure A = (A, s) is a cpo (cwmpkW parfid order) if 
(i) 5 is a partial order on A, 
(ii) there exists a mitnhal &went L .l in A, 
(iii) for each direckd subset T of A there exists a lemt rrppw houm/ u T in .4, 
wheri T is dirwtt4, if for each f,, t2 e T there exists an upper bound of ( fI, L) in T. 
Convention. We abbreviate I,,, to I if the corresponding domain A is clear from 
the context. For an index set K and a directed subset (NJ PC K) we write u,, K a, 
for u (iZl.i vC K}. 
Proof. The proof is immediate. 0 
Theorem I.5 (Tatski). For a cpo A and a _function .f E [A + A] there exists the least 
jxed-point px.f(x) in A and px.f(x) = U,,rJ”( I). 
Proof. The proof follows by standard procedures. Cl 
Definitiorr ‘, A. ict I be a Rnite set. 
The set 3( I) of Jiuite types (ouer I) is defined inductively by 
(i) I ii (0) E .Y( I) (base types), 
(ii) (q, ~1 E 9(I) for fir q E Y( I) (functiorlnl types), 
(iii) tl . . . 7,EYT(I) for 71,.*., 7, c ;F( I) (cartesian types). 
Remark. The empty word, denoted by e, is among the Cartesian types (set r = 0 in 
Definition I .6(iii)). 
Definition 1.7. The function level : J( I) + N determines the functional depth of a 
type: 
0 if7E: ItiOI), 
level( 7) :-= max(le~vel( 71), level( 7,)) + I for 7 = (q, 7?), 
max(level( 7,, ) 1 1 s 2’s r) for 7 -= 71 . . . 7, 
Definitior! 2.8. Let I be a finite set. 
(i) The set .F( I) of procedurul types ( orer I ) is inductively defined by 
(a) I c S(I), and 
(I?) (7,... 7, 7,,) E 9( I) for 7(), . . . , 7, E .+I I). 
(ii) The set of integer types N :- (it 1 II E N) consists of all symmetric functional 
types over 0, i.e., n + I := (n, n 1. 
(iii) The set of derived types D”( I ) := U, ~~ , fY’( I) consists of all procedural, 
homogeneous types over I, i.e., D”( I) := 1 and inductively 
D”“(Ik- ((7,. . . 7, 7,J 1 7,, c D”( I ), 0 i t’ s r}. 
Remark. Observe that level( n! = n and 
level( T) = 11 for all n E N, 7c fY( I). 
Definition 1.9. Let I A’ 1 i t’ I) be a fzzmily of cpo’s. For each type 7 E lY( I ) the CPO 
A’ is given canonically: 
( i ) _.j” :-cc (J{A’hi I),’ where I J are identified, 
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(ii) ,4f7~* TV) := [A Tl + A”] for q, q E T(Z), with the pointwise defined partial order 
relation, 
(iii) A’1 - ?= A’1 X. . . x AT for q . . . 7, E .T( I), with the car - onentwise defined 
partial order relation. 
Lemma 1.10. The class of coritinuous functions contains the idenkh *, constant jirnc- 
tions, and is closed under composition, substitution and leasr upper I;. eunds. 
Proof. The proof follows by standard procedures. Cl 
Convention. For a family (A’ 1 i E I) of sets without cpo-structure. A‘ denotes the 
sets defined analogously to Definition 1.9. 
Definition 1.11. Given a family (A’1 i E I) (of cpo’s) and a subset T of .T( I), then 
AT := {AT 1 T E 7’) is called a T-set (T-cpo) and for T-sets (T-cpo’s) A” ;Ind J3 I’ a 
T-mapping is a family of (continuous functions) (,f:- : A’ + B’ 1 T E 73. 
Definition 1. I 2. Let Z be a D( I)-set of operation symbols. 
A wntinuous S-algebra 4 = (A, cy ) consists of an I-cpo A as carrier and a JI( J )- 
mapping I” : 2: -+ A”“’ assigning to each operation symbol .f~ I”“*” ;1 continuous 
base operation N (.#‘) : A”’ -+ A’. 
Definition i .1X Let Z be a J>( I)-set ;md let 4 L= ( A, (z ) and !3 = ( B, B ) iw continuous 
Salgebras. An J-mapping h : A + H is a 2‘-horrtor,lo~p~?i.s~~l itf k( ck+ i./‘)( <I,, . . , , (3, ) \ -1: 
pr.l’,( h( Cl, ), . . . , h( cd, )) for each .f‘~ 5”“. ” and (q, . . . , Q, ) c 2’“. 
2. Finitely typed domains and models for the lambda-calculus 
Scott presented in [h7] the construction of standtird-models for the I;tmbd;t- 
c;tlculus based on continuous Iatticcs. We shall show that starting “roni iin I-cpo A 
the Scott model ~4, contains ail pn~cedurally typed domains ,4 *“’ &is retrxts. This 
section provides some insight into the relations between these donkns. In particular 
\t’t’ shall introduce the notion of ‘idcalncss which is quite essentktil for the tritnsI;ttii- 
bilit:v rc%xlts in Stxtion 7. For ‘ideal’ objects in a limit-domain it is possible to aht;Cn 
the retract of ai1 application by pcrt’orming a typed applicatioti atier retracting the 
l‘unctiorl md ;trgwnents on suitable domains. This is ;I propc\rt! which holds for 
ititzger-types but not irl ~erieral t‘or procedural types. 
Definition 2.1. A pair 
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pair (from C, to C,) iff of functions between cpo’s C, and C, is called a retraction 
p and 3/ are continuous and. have the retraction properties 
(a) +(~=id,,, and 
(b) cp 0 J/ 6 id{,,. 
111 this case we call cp an i’njerlion (from C, irlto C,), and the cpo C, is a retract 
of C2 (with respect to (q, 4)). 
We shall now develop a number of specific retraction pairs, which can also be 
looked up in tht: :&le, given in Fig. 1 (see end of this section). 
For the I-cpo A and corresponding integer-domains A”, n E N, we piveptraction- 
pairs between each tbvo ‘consecutive’ cpok 
Definition 2.2 
Proof. ‘The proof immediately follows for ( L’, d ) and for (q!“‘, &‘I’). Continuity is 
ouxtntezd bv Lemma I. IO and retractio? properties are shown by straightforward 2 _ 
induclion on 11. 2 
t3y composition of the above defined functions we obtain retraction-pairs between 
arbitr.1 ry integer-domains. 
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Definition 2.4. Let r, s E N and let s G r. Thle pair 
is defined inductively by 
and 
Lemma 2.5. F’or all r, s E N, r 6 s, ( cp”* r), JI’” “‘) is a retraction pair. 
Proof. The continuity of qCs’ ‘) and $“. ” fellows from Lemma 1. IO and the retraction 
propertics can be derived from the retraction properties of the identities and the 
above retraction pairs. Cl 
The direct and inverse limit of the integer-domains A” is the Scott-domain A,-. 
Definition 2.6. The Scott-domain A, is defined by 
A,, = {(u,,),., Ni 0,. E A” and $““(a,. t I) = Q, 1. 
with componentwise defined cpo-structure. 
For n c N, the pair 
i7 defined by 
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Proof. The continui?y of (p” and I)” is immediate, and the retract& properties 
follow from those of q’“. “’ and 4”“ “) for all u E N. 0 
The next lemma gives insight into some connections between the integer-domains 
and the Scott-domain and applications in them. 
Lemma 2.8. l-et a, j’~ Ax, a,, E A” and b E A@. Then 
(9 a = U cp”WW), 
I’* N 
(iii) cP(.fNa) = U (P”(~“+‘(~NV(U))), 
,‘) Ri 
(iv) JI”bt_fW-1) = clr”(.f), 
(4 (ctcp’(?N(a)=cp”(b). 
Proof. (ib For all II E N th’e following ho&: 
rcI” u q”( &‘(a 1) = u $” 0 (~“0 @‘(a) by continuity of $” 
I’%  > l’t sl 
= $“(a). 
Hence, a equals u,,,, q “( @“(a )) in all components, 
(ii) immediately follows by continuity of t+V, Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7, 
(iii) immediately follows by definition of (o, (i) and ccnkuity, 






= #‘(j’)( I@‘( 1)) by (ii) and Lemma 2.7 
= J4f>( 1) 
z t/O t/~‘(j)) by Definition 2.2(2) 
= 3/“( j’) by Definition 2.6, 
(v) &‘(b))(a) zL 
= u ~“(9”“(98(b))(rLY(a))) by (iii) 
I’t n 
by Definition 2.4 
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= u cp“((~(~~ “‘(6)) by Definition 2.2 
1’EN 
= u cp”( f’(cp”( h))) by Definition 2.6 
VGN 
= (p’(6) by (i). Cl ’ 
Theorem 2.9 (Scott). A,, is homeomorphic to [A,> + .4_r] via rp. 
Proof. The continuity of q and q? follows from Lemma 1 JO. We show 
(a) rl/ 0 cp = idA,, and 
(b) cp 0 + = id,Ar+Axl. 
by the continuity of all functions and the retraction 
properties of JI”, q” 
= u cFn+‘OA, + ) 
III RY 
= id,,, o_fo id,.\, -.fl El 
The next definition serves for the treatmmt of Cartesian types. 
Definition 2.10. Let r E N. The retraction pail 
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Lemma 2.11. A, is homeomorghic to[A&+ A,] via &I, and +[‘I = $I-’ for all r E N. 
Proof. The continuity of q+” and +[” follows again from Lemma 1.10, and for 
Q E A,, f~ [A&+ A,] one can prove 
(i) $[rl(~i’l(u)) = a and 
(ii) cptrl( @‘1(j]) = f’ 
by induction on r. b 
The next lemma describes the behaviour of elements in A, under conversion 
between different Cartesian types. 
Lemma 2.12. For r, n E N. ,f~ [A’, + A.,], g E [A>‘” + A,] and a,, E A,, 1 s ZJ s r + n, 
the jbllowing hold : 
(i) cp[‘+“l(~*‘l(f))(a,, . . . , a,,,) = q[“l(.f(Q~, . . l , ~A)(~,+~, . . . 9 &+A 
(ii) qP~(#““$g))(a,, . . . , a,) = +‘“l((a,+l.. . l , Qr+n)Hg(G -. . , %+n))m 
Proof. The yoot Mlows by straightforward induction on n. q 
For objects of Cartesian type, properties 01’ Lemma 2.8( iv), (v) hold appropriately. 
Lemma 2.13. Let t-EN), a,a,xA,, l<vsrrnd hEA’. 
(i) JI”( qP( a)( I , . l l , IN = @(a), 
(ii) &l((cO( !~))(a,, . . . , a,) = cp”( b). 
Proof. The proof follows by straightforward induction on I-. Cl 
Every cpo A’ of procedural type r can now be imbedded into A, using the above 
defined functions. 
Refinition 2.14. For 7~ ;;K( I), the retraction pair 
is defined Inductively b> 
cp’:= ~‘0 L’, IL’:= ~‘0 $” for iE I. 
$(a):= J/III(cpr,U a 0 ($‘I ?<. l l x+‘r)) , 9 
J17(j-) := $‘I0 (F[“(.f) 0 (+ x l l l x #) 
for7=(7,... T,., q,) and all a E AT, f~ A,, 
where the product 
(.fi x l l l Kfm,, * l l ‘, a,):= u-lo, - ’ l ,.f,b,H 
degenerates for r = 0 to idI, ,). 
Lemma 2.15. ( cp ‘, $’ ) is Q retraction pair for all T E S( I ). 
Proof. The continuity immediately follows from the definition and Lemma 1 JO. 
The retraction properties can be shown by inductior nn the structure of r. 0 
In the specification of typed semantics for untyped Lambda-schemes, we perform 
appiication in A, before projecting into the typed domain. Onz could expect that 
in correspondence with Lc mma 2.8(iii) this would be equal to an application in 
typed cpo’s after projecting function and arguments into the appropriate typed 
cpo’s. We show that in general this is not the case. 
Counterexample. Let i, j E 1, i f .j, _L f a’ E A’, j% A, SWA that q( ,I’) = id ,, ;illd 
u=p’(u’)~A,. The left-hand side of Con_jecture 2.16 then reads as follows: 
Jl’(~(j’)(U))= rl/‘(p’(U’)) = U’ 
and the right-hand side as 
JJ”“‘~.#N$W) = Jr’(~I.f”)(cF’(Jl’(u)))) = (1&L) = 1. 
This is a contradiction of the assumption .L f 11' and thus Conjecture 2.16 is false. 
The following definition chmxcterizes a cl;~s of elements in A, having the desired 
property. 
Proof. The proof follows by straightforward induction on the structure of r. Q 
In general, the projection ~‘(~a.cq(_J)( a)) of the minimal L;d-point of J in A, 
does not coincide with the minimal fixed-point of the function IL”* “(.f) in A’. But 
we can show this relation for I T. +ideal elements in A,. 
Proof. First we realize thrlt q(j)“(k) is u-ideal for all 11 E IV, by u-idealness of .f 
;tnd Lemma 2.18. Then one can show by an easy induction on II that +‘( q(f)“(i 0 = 
I J/“(,j‘),“( i L 
Now the assertion can be derived using the limit representation of fixed-points 
.md the continuity of‘ C. 2 
,’ l’nde~lined character\ in Fig. I appear as boldface characters on text. 
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Another important property is the fact that idealness is preserved under least 
upper bounds. 
Lemma 2.20. For an I-cpo A 
Ll Van a,, is r-ideal. 
Proof. The proof follows b) 
and a directed set (a, 1 v E N) of T-ideal elements inA,, 
induction on the structure of 7. q 
3. Lambda-schemes 
In this section we introduce the class of Al-schemes as the set of closed &-terms 
over the set X of variables and the se1 Z of operation symbols. Syntactically, this 
is exactiy the pure A-k-calculus developed by Church in [ 1 S] with atoms taken from 
X and Z: 
An interpretation of the operation symbols in a Scott-domain A,, can be extended 
to an interpretation of lambda-schemes in A,., the standard semantics. This semantic 
specification is treated in detail by Milner [49], Wadsworth [73] and others. Here 
we shall repeat it in our notations. 
However, as the semantics of progams and procedures is in general an object of 
procedural type, we wish to define for each Al-scheme a farnil\,* of typed semantics, 
namely for each procedural type 7 a T-semantics in A’ as retract of the standard 
semantics. Thus we can define typed objects using untyped +iemes and define the 
notion of equivalence between A-schemes and other kno\i I. classes of program- 
schemes. 
For an introduction to the theory of program-schemes 
Engelfriet [23] and Greibach [31]. 
\‘, ould like to refer to 
In this syction we always assume X to be an infinite, denum<rahle set of variables, 
Z a set of operation symbols and 4 = (A, (Y ) ;I continuous L-algebra. 
Proof. The proor follows by standard procedures. 
Convention 3.3. We abbreviate Ax,. . . . As,. t to As, . : . .Y,.J, which stands for I in the 
c;ise of r - 0. To woid too mrny brackets, we let the applisatkx~ ,mociatc IIO the 
left, i.e., t t, . . . t, stands for ( . . . (t r, ) . . . I,.), in particular, for r = 0, t I, . . . 1, is equal 
to t. 
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Definition 3.4. For a AS-term z E h(Z), the sets Fr( t) of jiee variables in t and Bnd( 1) 
of bound oariubles in I are defined inductively on the structure of 1: 
(i) Fr(x) = {x}, End(x) =@I for XC X, 
Fr(f)=Bnd(J)=O forfEZ, 
(ii) Fr(t, 12) = Fr(r,) u Fr(Q, Bnd( 1, tz) = Bnd( t,) u Bnd( f2), 
(iii) Fr(.kx.i) - Fr( t)\(x), Bnd(hx.r) = Bnd( 1) u {x}. 
The set Var( t) := Fr( t) v Bnd( t) is the set of variables in t. 
Now we define the set of &-schemes as the set of all closed &-terms. 
Definition 3.5. The set AC( 2’) of A-schemes (over 2) is defined bjr 
A’(T:)={I~EA(E) and Fr(t)=fl}. 
Now we want to define the semantics of &-terms in A,. To this end we first 
introduce the notion of environment in order to associate meanings to free variables. 
Qefinitisn 3.6. A mapping p ‘: X + A, is called an encironment (with respect to A). 
-Q.., denotes the se? of all encironments. p[x/u] is the environment which derives 
from p by changing the vak of x to a, i.e., 
p[xla](y 1 = Q 
for x = 1: 
p(y) otherwise. 
Definition 3.7. The semanGcs ( in A,-) of AL-terms is defined inductively by the 
function 1 ,41: U&I + A (E ) + A, with 
Convention 3.8. We shall abbreviate [ , 41 to [ 1 whenever the interpretation is 
&ar from the context. 
Lemma 3.9. Tire semantics oj‘ a Al-term is already determined by the value of the 
environment on the free variables, i.e., <for all environments pl, pz E oUil and every 
A\-term t E A (c ) the ji)llowing holds: 
[v-y E Fr( 0, plW = ,w(s)] 3 [tJjP, = 1 tlP2. 
In particular, j‘or all AL-schemes SE A’(E), LSlp, = [Snp2 for call environments pi, p2 E 
‘B,.,. 
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hoof. The proof follows by straightforward induction on the structure of 1. 0 
According to Lemma 3.9 the semantics of &schemes is independent of environ- 
ments. 
Definition 3.10. The standard semantics ( with respect o 4) [ , 41: h’(E) + A x of 
&schemes is defined by [IS, 40 = [S, 41~ with arbitrary p E “21, for all SE h’(Z). 
The next definition gives a typed semantics of any procedural type to an untyped 
hl-scheme using the retraction pairs defined in Section 2. 
Definition 3.11. Let S E h’((E) and r E s( I ). The r-semantics @‘S (over 4) is defined 
by [s, /4y := $‘C[S, AT]). 
We can now characterize the class of &-definable elements in ~4, and in each 
A’, T E .Ft I), as follows. 
Definition 3.12. An element a in & is AL-definable itf there exists a AL-scheme S 
with flS, 40 = a. The set A'(Ljn, is the set qf’u11 Al-dqfhahk c~kmcrtrs ill ;\ , . 
Analogously, (I c AT is A\-ciennable ill’ there exists an SC A‘(z) with [S, $1’ = (1 
and A’( 2’ ),:,T denotes the .W o/’ h&$‘r~& ehrmts r’r~ A’. 
Convention. Instead of “A,, - l ’ we sh41 write "A -- l * ;md for “A (CW’ 3nd “AWU” we 
shall write “A ( )” and “A’( 1” respectively. 
It is now desirable to give an ;~bstract charncterizl~tion of the cl;~es ofAL-definable 
elements in A, and A’, for all T c :g;( I). It is easy to show that the cl;~ of A-definable 
elements of A” contains only the minimal element. 
Plotkin introduced in [(;I] :1 superset of h-detin;ible tblemcnts in .4,, nsmely 4 
objects lying in any ‘lopicul rel;rtiori’. 
It is not known to us whether this. is ;I strict supcrset or not. 
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Example 3.14. Consider the following ALGOL-60 procedure “double”, which applies 
a function twice to the double value of an integer: 
integer procedure double (_f, n ) integer procedure f; integer n ; 
double:=f(f(Z * II)). 
The expected type of “double” with respect to I = {int, . . .} is ((int, intjint, int) E 
S(f). 
The Ax-scheme S with E = (2”‘. int’, mult”“’ int* int’, . . . } was abstracted from 
“double”: 
S = Ajk(.f(f(muSt 2s))). 
Let g=(Z.,(&-+(( ~~_?},,mult-,((2,.=~)~~. G),...)) be a continuous C- 
algebra for the integers, then 
usage. 1 and [S,en ltint.intrint.int)E[[n, ._B,I~z, +z .I_ 
Now let (p,c’)c[Z_+Z.]xZ : then the typed semantics of S applied to ( p, z) 
is equal to 
as can btz oht5ned by application of the semantic function given by Definition 3.11 
and the retraction properties. 
We omit a more interesting esample, because in general for the treatment of 
programs and procedures the corresponding schemes have to be interpreted over 
more complicated algebras as, e.g., the algebra of state-transformations, where the 
states are themselves functions from locations to values. 
A formal treatment of the connection between ALGOL-68 and lambda-schemes 
will be given in a forthcoming paper by Damm and Fehr. 
A treatment of the relation between programming languages and the A-calcuius 
can be found, e.g., in [I 401. 
4, Analysis of the standard semantics 
The correctness c~! the reduction semantics of &schemes is bas:d on the fxt 
th;n 1iIC dOllI;lirI~ ,4 \ xc models for the h-calculus, as was shown by Scott 1671, i.e., 
in other terms, the semantics of h-equivalent AL-terms are equal. 
The reduction semantics permits an approximation ot’ the standard-semantics by 
a possibly infinite sequence of terms of finite length. This result is formalized in the 
:i!>pro\imation theorem by Wadsworth [74). 
A characterization of those A-schemes with CL standard semantics different from 
I is given in the theorem of Bohm and Wadsworth [72]. 
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We recall the A-definability of the fixed-point operators, the identities and the 
minimal element and then we prove that the retractions from A, onto the integer 
domains A”( tz E N) are not A-definable. -. 
The sets 3,x, X and 4 = (A, a) are considered to agree with the preceding sections. 
The first mathematical model for the A-calculus was the &-model developed by 
Scott, the construction of which we described in Section 2, darting from cpo’s rather 
than continuous fattices. The model property of the domain A,x is the main theorem 
in the semantical analysis of Ax-schemes. 
Theorem 4.1. A, is a model jkv the A-calculus, i.e., 
where =h denotes the 
A -cakulus. 
relation generated by the conversion cf the 
Proof. As the semantics is defined inductively on the structure of AL-terms 
sufficient to prove the assertion for CC, p- and q-redexes: 
it is 
(1~) [Ax.& = [A_y.$ J tjp for y E Vat-(t), 
($) [I(Ax.ts)l]p =[$ g tnp if Fr(s)n Bnd( t) =kj, 
for se Fr( t). 
(cy) and (p 1 can be shown by induction on the structure of t, whereas (v) is proved 
directly. 6 
From Lemma U(i) it is clear that the semantics of a Al-term can be obtained as 
the limit of objects of finite type. Wadsworth [74] gave a method of how to 
approximate the semantics of AL-terms in normal form. The idea is to take all 
Al--terms which can be reduced from t, substitute the symbol .L for all P-redexes 
occurring in these terms and then interpret them. 
Definition 4.2. The I_-su~).stitutio,l rt, : A (Yv) -+ A ( 2‘, 1 is given inductkcly b> 
$(h.Y, . . . V,.h 11 . . . ih) 
Definition 4.3. The set A( t ) c h (2’; ) of cl~pro.~inzation.s qf’ t c A (2’ ) is defined by 
A(tb(sl3rcA(,C), t -,rands=cf,(r)}. 
Proof. The proof’ f’ollows from Wadsworth [74]. 
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Remark. The set A(t) as given by Definition 4.3 is only a subset of the set of 
approximations as defined by Wadsworth. However, it is easy to prove that the 
semantics of each element in Wadsworth’s set is less than the semantic of some 
element in A(t). 
Theorem 4.5 (Biihm and Wadsworth). For t E A’( ) the following three assertions are 
equivalent : 
(i) there exist t,, . . . , tkch( ) such that (tt,...t,)=,Ax.x. 
(ii) [f)# 1. 
(iii) t has a head-normal form ( HNF), i.e., a sequence of abstractions followed 
by an atom applied to a number of arbitrary :t’ams (see [X] for a formal definition). 
Proof. (i) a (ii): Let t,, . , . , tl: c A( ) such that (t t, . . . t,) =A Ax.x; Then 
II tt I... tAl = [ Ax.sj by Theorem 4. I. 
Assume [tj = 1. Then (It t, . . . tkj = I, but I z [Axx~. Hence It] f A_. 
(ii) * (iii): Let [ t] f 1. Assume t has no HNF. Then [t] = I by Theorem 4.4. 
Hence (iii) holds. 
(iii) * (i): I .ti: ;I::,, . . . x,.( x,,t, . . . t,) be a H NF of t. Since t is closed, it is 
necessary that i d v s r. Choose arbitrary P,. _ . . , 9, with s,, = hy, . . . y,.Ax.x. Then 
t St . . . s, = 4 hxs follows. CJ 
The fixed-point operator, the identity and the minimal element are all in the class 
of A-definable elements. In order to &make use of this fact we shall now give a 
representative for each of them. 
Definition 4.6. Let x, J’ E X. 
y-4 := A?,.( Ax.(~(xx))Ax.(y(.~_~))), 1 := Axx, 
I2 := (As.{ x x)A.u.( .Y x)). 
Theorem 4.7 ( Park ). 7&e semantics of YA applied to a_jhctionjis equal to the minimal 
jxed-pin t of’.J i. c., 
(~(1 Y&(f) ;= fl.r.(~(.f’)(.v) *for all.l’E: A,. 
Proof. For the proof, see Park [59]. El 
Lemma 4.8. 1 defines the identity ~1 A r and 0 defines the minimal element, i.e., 
c([lj) = ida, and [Iflu = _L. 
Proof. Tke proof is straightforward, using the definitions and Definition 4.3. G 
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Now we can show [64] that the f‘amily of retraction pairs between A, and A”, 
n EN, is not A-definable, i.e., no h-scheme computes the injection into A, after 
retraction onto A”. 
Theorem 4.9. For all )I E N, J/( q” 0 $“) is not h-definable. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on n: 
Basis in = 0): Assume there exists an SE A’( ) such that q([Sn)(a) = cp”($*( a)), 
for all Scott domains A \- and a E A,. 
Choose 1 # a(+ A” a\?d let Q = q*(a,,). 
Case 1: S has no HNF. Then [Sj = _L by Theorem 4.5. But then &Sl)( a) = ~_+a = 
cF*(U = q”(JIo(vo(a,,))) = q*(+*(a))~ 
Case 2: S has an H NF. By 
SI, . . . tk = h Axx. Let a E 24, be 
id,, # ip’o $“). Then we realize 
cp(!lSG . . . kll)(a) = 
Theorem 4.5 there exist I, . . . I~ E A( 1, such that 
such that cp”( Jl*((lt,l)) f a (note that k Z 0, because 
S. 
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In this section we first consider the algebra CJf of finite and infinite X-trees, 
which is initial in the class of interpretations [29]. The interpretation of an untyped 
&term t in C”& enforces in a certain sense a type-structure on all subterms of t 
(Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8). If t is typed in such a way, then it can be interpreted in an 
arbitrary continuou s s-algebra 4 using the unique homomorphism h,. It turns out 
that this procedure exactly determines the O-semantics of z in A as defined in Section 
This result corresponds to the Mezei-Wright theorem for recursive schemes. It 
allows us to derive properties of programc such as equivalence, termination, etc., 
which were proved in the {nitial algebra, for all other intrepretations. 
From now on let the maximal arity of operation symbols in Z: be II E IV, and let 
J={l,..., n)* denote the set of all words over “ I”, “T’, . . . , “n”. 
Definition 5.1. The I-cpo CT2 of_finire and inJinire E-trees is the least I-set of partial 
functions t : J + E with 
The order rektion on CT:, is the set-theoretical inclusion of the correspoding raphs, 
I.e., 
I, 5 1: itT graph( I,) C_ graph( I>). 
Notation. Instead of u(.j‘)( I,, . . . , 1,) WC also write 
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Definition 5.3. Let t be a X-tree, S E L! and k EN; then t8 denotes the subwee @’ I 
at node 6, i.e., tfi( v) = t(6~) for all 7 E A. In particular, 2, = 1. 
The initial tree tk of t with height k is obtained from t by restricting the domain 
of z on words with length less or equal to k, i.e., 
forI+k 
otherwise, 
for all q E A. 
Lemma 5.4 
t = u t” fbr all t E CT > 
kcN 
Proof. For the proof, see [29, Proposition 4.21. El 
Theorem 5.5 (ADJ). C_T1 is inifial in the class of’ interpretations, i.e.., there exists a 
unique, stricl continuous homomorphism h,$ : CIT\ + 4 ,r;?r each continuous Salgehr~~ 
4. 
Fwof. For the proof, see ADJ [29, Corollary 4. IO]. Iz1 
We now need the property whereby the semantics of &schemes is compatible 
with the Curry isomorphisms, as there is only monadic application in A:-schemes. 
whereas in C& arities are taken into consideration. 
Proof. The 
3.10. c3 
proof follows by straightforward induction on r; using Minition 
The nest two lemmas give insight into the w;~y in which &schemes \cith untyped 
ab3traction and application are forced into a type-structure by interpretation in the 
carrier of ;I coGruous 24lgehra. 
Lemma 5.7. 
Proof. The proof follows bv induction on I-. I 
R~~.vis ( I’ = 0 ): (IS, .$[’ = GI/‘(I S, ‘31) by detinition. 
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Induction Step ( t + 1): 
IIA x1 . . . x,+1. s, 41’ = 
= $‘( [Ax,+ ,.S, &$X,/J_]) . . . [X,/I]) by induction hypothesis 
= (L’(Q(b,+, .S, ~jp[x,/_~]. . . [X,/L])(I)) by Lemma 2.8(iv) 
= @(KS, ~np[x,l~ll. l l [x,+1/J-l)* u 
Lemma 5.8. Let 4 be an interpretation, $ E Z(‘l. . ‘k* ‘I, r E N and S,, E hC( z), 1 s v s K 
Then 
IIfS . - . S” 41’ = 
1 efNus,, 41i’, -l l , us,, 4lP ) for&r 
. 1 
1 d /,([S,, 4g” . ,...,lJS”gP,I ,..., I) fork>r. 
Proof. The proof is divided in two cases: 
urs . 1 . . . S,]’ = 
= t~~~~9unwIn,. . , usno by Lemma 5.6 
x fj’( &‘( @l(q’ c a(f) 0 (f/Y’ x l - l x tpq))([s,~, . . . , (ISJ) 
by Definition 2.14 
= cL’(v ” A’($C’(~(j’,([s,~‘l,. . . , USJ” Mus,+,n, * ’ * T u aI 1) 
by Lemma 2.12(i) 
= ~wbmuw. . . .  [S#))) by Lemma 2.13(ii) 
= dmw, . ..swv by Lemma 2.15. 
Case k Y r: 
1 
Il.1 S , . . . s,jl = 
= I//’ ( r/j lr, “((a,,,, . . . , ~,b-+(a(.fmn~~, . . . ,usk a,+l,. . . ,d)J) 
by Lemma 2.12(ii) 
- rl,‘(cFl(tr(.J‘)(~S,I]‘1,. , , ,[.s#, I,. . . , I))) 
by Lemmas 2.13(i) and 2.11 
= ti(f’)([S,p,. . . ,[sJ, _L.. . . , .L) by Lemma 2.15. Cl 
Lemma3 5.7 and 5.8 can be combined “‘or terms in HNF with head-atoms out of 
2 as follows. 
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Corollaqf 5.9’. Let 4, xv: 1 G v s s, f arfd S,, 1 s p G r be defined as in Lemmas 5.7 
and 5.8: 
I 
cu(f)(l[hx, . . . x,~.~,~‘I, . . . , [AX, . . . -u,~.S,~~~ fork r=, r, 
!A% - - ’ %.(.fS, * - * WI’ = Q( f)([hx . x s,p, . . . , [Ax, . . . x,.srp, I, . . . , 1) , . . . . \. 
\ *for k > r. 
The following lemma is a ‘Mezei-Wright-like’ result for &schemes in normal 
form (NF). 
Lemma 5.10. Let IV E h ‘(2) in NF, i E I and 4 = (A, cu) be QII interpretation : then 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the structure of N. 
Basis ( N = Ax, . . . .x,.x): 
h,,(UN, ~~,U', = 
= Itn(@(tPJ((a,, . . . . a,)HU-~IIP[.~,Ia,]...[s,/a,])) 
= tl,((li'(nxI)p[x,/I]...[-~,/I])) by Lemmas 2.13(i) and 2.11. 
Cube x E {x,, . . . , x,}: 
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Case x E {xl, . . . , x,}: 
by Lemmas 2.13(i) and 2.11 
r= [ IV. A!’ - by induc,tion hypothesis. 
= I$( uY(t++ ?(ilr, * ), . . . ) a,)~~IIl((J(.~)(~‘I!Uf,, C_T\-Ijy’), . . . , 
$‘v[lf&~\np’), a~+),-. . , a,))))) by Lemma 2.12(K) 
.z h.,(~l’(cF’l~(cr(-~)(~‘lcnr,, CT\Dp’), . . . , @(UL C&Up’), 
1. ,**-9 J-)H) by Lemmas 2.13(i) and 2.11. 
caw i f i,,: 
zz h~,(u(.~)(~h_~, e . .x,.r,, CJ-\!‘I,. . . ,[Ax, . . . x,.tA, C&Ijl”, 
_L 9 ’ - . , I)) by Definition 2.14, Lemmas 2.13(i) and 2.11 
-I cr(s)([IAs, . . . x,..f,, Jl’l,. . . ,[Ax’, . . . xr.fk, /$jjfA, I,. . . , I) 
by induction hypothesis. 
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We can now formulate an important theorem for A,r-schcmes 
transfer results which hold in C,Tx to all other interpretations. 
Theorem 5.11. The diagram 
A’(W 
II . .:\rJ’ 
E .C.J 
I\ 
C-G h, A’ 
commutes *for all interpretations 4 and all i E I. 
Proof. Let S E A’(E). 
which allows us to 
-_ hA( J/‘( U{[ IV, C’JJ 1 N E d(S)))) by Theorem 4.4 
= u( rt,([ N, C-J-,J’, 1 N E .d( S)) _ by continuity of II:, and dl,’ 
hy Lemma 5.10 
by Theorem 4.4. C.1 
6. Abstract characterization of the power of Ax-schemes 
In this section we obtain the result that an element of the carrier of a continuous 
E-algebra is &-definable iff it is the homomorphic image of a partial recursive I-tree. 
Bzsic notions and results like partial recursive word functions, Church’s thesis, 
etc., from recursion theory are assumed to be known (take, e.g.. Rogers 1661 as 
reference). 
In the following we shall make use of ~1 speci al coding of words over a finite 
alphabet in closed lambda-terms. Let from now on 2’ = (.I;, . . . J) and 
I‘:=~ti{I,..., n}, where II is the maximal arity of the symbols in 2‘. 
Definition 6.1. The coding -: I‘* + h’( ) is defined by \? := hs, . . . A, y, . . . _v,~ _v.H?, 
where * : I’* -+ A ( ) is given inductively by 
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Remark. This coding is a generalization of Church’s representation of integers to 
words over .fY, where T* is cons,idered to be the freely generated algebra over the 
empty word e and a unary operation for each a E K 
Theorem 6.2 (G-U-&!. Aj’uncrion~: F* + r* is partial recursive iJflfis h-definable, i.e., 
3-c E A”( ), VW, r*, f(w) =A (J* E). 
Proof. A detailed proof for tthe integer case cx be found in [32a]. The A-definability 
of functions over Pe;ano-algebras was shown by Mitschke [Sl] with respect to a 
coding different from the one used in this paper. For a full proof of the above 
theorem, see [2Ba]. El 
We shall now define a &-scheme P, which apphed to an element out of 2 yields 
this etement as result: 
B):= Ax.{. . . ((... (sAz.j-,) . 
Lemma 6.3. Lef .f‘c E. 7Xen 
( p.71 =.J 
Piid. iet ,I‘= -1; c 1, I s i s r. Then 
uv)=A , (... ((...(fAz.j,) 
= , (Az.t;fl 1 
l W 
Let PR(CT& ) denote the set of partial recursive E-trees, where I : d + 2 E CTr is 
partial recursive ifl there exists ,I; : r* + I‘* partial recursive such that j& = t. (For 
a more precise definition of partial recursive word functions, see [32].) 
Lemma 6.4. Let t E CT: be partial recursive via fr : I-* - I’*; then there exists a 
hy ff-hente t, which ‘approxin~ates t, i.e., _jbr all ;5 E A with tR E CT; the folkwing 
holds : 
Proof. By the theorem of Church (Theorem 6.2) there exists a -scheme fr* with 
(J,, 61 =-., r(S), and for each 1 6 v s n there exists a A-scheme S, with (S, 6) =% 
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Define 
1, := hrx.(. . . ( P(fih x))(r(S, x))) . . . (r(S, x))). 
‘We show the assertion by induction on v: 
Basis (v= 1): 
[tA l@‘=[(. . . (P(j$))(f2(S$)). . . (f2(S,&))j’ by Theorem 4.1 
=If(. . . (Pt(G))(R(S,S)). . . (fqS”&))l]’ 
by choice of frA and Theorem 4.1 
= I(* - * (tm)w(s$)) * l - w(S”S),,n’ 
by Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 4.1 
= Cr( t(s))[l2(s,S)p . . . [ms,s)p 
by Lemma 5.8 with t( 6) E X,r(‘l .. ‘A 
= a( t(S))(1,. . . , I) by Lemma 4.8 
= tg refer to Definitions 5.2 and 5.3. 
Induction Step ( v + I ): 
II t f;’ ’ fpgj’ = 
=[f&r;n,sg’= 
=[I(. . . (P(j;,@)(t;R)(S,Si)). . . (( rlR)( S,$))jj’ by Theorem 4.1 
-- 
-[(. , . ( Pt(fi))((ty2)ii). . . ((t;-12G~))l) 
by choice ofj;, and S,, I’ E ( I, . . . , n) and Theorem 4 I 
= [t( 6)(( t;rr)Z) . . . (( t;;O)Z)j’ 
by Lemma 6.3 and Theorem 4.1 
= U( I( s))([?l;~2xip. . I . , [ t;f2Gp) 
by Lemma 5.8 with t( 8) c 2”‘1 ‘A 
= cr(t( fi))( t,;, ‘, . . . , t;, ’ ) by induction hypothesis 
L7 rk refer to Definition, 5.2 and 5.3. I-II 
We can now show that each partial recursive E-tree is A\-definable. 
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= ct’(o(r~.rPcll~~n’)ca))(n~n)) by Theorem 4.7 g 
= $’ cp u q([tJ)‘U) 
U 
([PI) by Theorem 1.5 
a** k4 > > 
= u $‘!cp(cp([t,l)“( I))@!)) by continuity of cp and $’ 
I’( fU 
= u 01 tInGj‘ by Lemma 4.8 
I’@ N
= L_l t ;. ’ by Lemma 6.4 
I’* “* 
=t with Definition 5.3 and Lemma 5.4. 
I%e next lemma contains the inversion. 
Lemma 6.6. ._tjt T E A ‘( 2 ) ; hen 11 T, C,T_! 1’ is parrial recursive for all i E I. 
Proof. We first prove the asl;ertion inductively for all T in normal form: 
Basis: T = Ax, . . . x,.a with a E 22 v (x,, . . . , x,}. 
z T, CJj’ = (I’([aDp[.\l/i]. . . [.x’/J-1) by Lemma 5.7 
I for a E (x,, . . . , ?I,) by Lemma 5.8, = 
&O(l,...,_L) fOWE2. 
Both .L and l_T\A are partial recursive. 
Induction Step: T =I As, . . . x, .( Q t , . . . tl, ). 
[r,CTJ= 
..z rlr c[n t, . . . I&) with jj = ~[x,/_L]. . . [xJL] by Lemma 5.7 
‘i 1 for a c- (q, . . . , x,}, 
~~wM’~(~~,~p), * * l , 9’*(Ur,DpH 
LX for a c Z-“1 ‘L* ” and s s k, 
rr(dW([r,~~). . . . , (I/‘q]t&i), 1.. . , If 
c for u E Pi. ‘**” and s > k by Lemma 5.8. 
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All cases are by induction hypothesis partial recursive. We can now enumerate all 
approximations of T, i.e., c(;s( T) = {f,, 1 v E N} (see Definition 4.3), and determine the 
value of 
UT, CT&@) = 
by calculating 
u ([tl,,CJ&8)) (see Lemma 1.10). 
v< f’J 
Thus [ T, Cl1 1’ is partial recursive by the thesis of Church. 0 
..r ’ 
From a combination of Lemmas 6.S and 6.6 we obtain the result that the set of 
&definable E-trees is exactly the set of all partial recursive C-trees. 
Theorem 6.7. A”( 2 )(_rl = PR(CT\ ). 
Proof. ‘The proof is immediate by Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6. 
Together with the ‘Mezei-Wright-like’ result (Theorem 5. I I ), we obtain the desired 
characterization of the power of &schemes: an element out of the carrier of a 
continuous 2 -algebra is hl-definable ifT it is the homomorphic image of a partial 
recursive 2’- tree. 
Proof. The proof is immediate by Theorems 5.1 I and 6.7. r2 
7. Typed lambda-scheunes and their translation 
In this section we want to inspect, on the level of pragr;un schemes, the inllucnce 
of type restrictions in programming languages on the de!inability of semtinticrll 
objects. 
One can tind in the literature ;I variety of ditleront cl;~sses of progr;tm ~chtxnes 
with type restrictions, i.e., rccursivc equation schemes 1571, t\owch:trt schemes [ I6 1. 
cumbinator schemes [38] and typed I;rmhd:~-schemes [62,2,X,191. 
For the purposes of our investigation we shall concentrate on in most general class 
of typed schemes, the class of typed lambda-schemes, without giving ;\ translstability 
rc4t explicitly for the other classes of schemes. 
Typed lambda-schemes xe built up from typed \x-i;lbles ;tnci operation symbols 
under typed application ;Ind ;tbstr;tction ;tnd tised-point operstion on s>mmetriul 
t~apt~s of arbitrary fwtctiaul depth. This class of progr;nn schemes is de;At with in 
cl(:tail by D;lmrn [ 191. 
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Here we shall show that there exists an effective translation of typed AZ-schemes 
into equivalent type-free AX- schemes. 
The translation function, als well as the following equivalence proof, have immedi- 
ate counterparts in [21], where n-rational schemes are translated into equivalent 
lambda-schemes. 
Making use of this translatability result we can also derive a ‘Mezei-Wright-like’ 
result for typed lambda-schemes. 
Finally, we consider the definability of objects in Scott-domains and obtain the 
result that on this level typed &-schemes are not translatable into equivalent 
type-free &schemes. 
In this section, I denotes again a finite set of base types, C a D( I)-set of operations 
symbols, but Ix an $( I )-set ot’ variables such that X’ is infinite and denumerable 
for each TE .9( I). 
Definition 7.1. The 9( I)-set 3-h(Z) of typed AZ-terms (over X) is the least set K 
of words over C i, ,X 6 ((, ), 1, J, Y) satisfying 
(9 Z c K type preserving, 
(ii) Xdi type preserving, 
(iv) Ax, . . . x,[t) E K”I-+7’ for all f E K ‘, x,, E X’ZJ, 1 s v s r; 
(VI Y(t)c K’ for all 1~ K”*“, TE 9(I). 
Remark. For t F: A'?, A It) E K”* ‘) holds by (iv) with r = 0, and, for t E K”- ‘-), f( ) E 
_K ’ hdds b> (iii 1 with r = 0. 
Lemma 7.2. 7714 partition of f into subterms is unambiguous. 
Proof. The proof follows by standard procedures. q 
Definition 7.3. Let t E. CT--A (2 ). We define the sets of variables Fr( 1) of free variables 
in t, Bnd( t 1 of bound variccbles in f, and Var( t) of variables in t analogously to 
Definition 3.3 inductively on the structure of 1: 
(ii) I+(s) = (s}, Bnd(s) =v) for x E X, 
(iii) W WI, . . . , 1,)) = U,,. ,,. ~ FrW, 
Bnd(i,,(r,, l . l , t,b =L],,. ,,_ r Bnd(f,.), 
(iv) Fr(hx, . . . x, Lr] ) = Fr( O\{x,, . . . , x,), 
bnd(h.x;, . . . s,lr]) = Bnd(h.x,. . . xJr])=Bnd(0U{x,,. ...,#f), 
W Fr(Y( t)) = Fr( -), Bnd(Y( t)) = Bnd( t), Var( t) = FR( t) IJ Bnd(?). 
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Definition 7.4. Let A be an I-set. An S(I)-mapping p: X3 A”“’ is called typed 
environment (with respect o A). The set of all environments ( with respect o A) will 
be denoted by Y(jll,. 
Definition 7.5. The semantic function [ , /in : 3-h (29 + Pi!&, --) A*“(” of typed AA- 
terms (with respect o the ,interpretation 4 = (A, a)) is defined inductively on the 
structure of typed AL-terms: 
ii) ILL 4llp = Q(f) f0r.h 2, 
(ii) [x, &3 = p(x) for .x f X, 
(iii) [l( t,, . . . , tr), AUP ==ut, 4Mlt,, 4llr4 - * l , utn &), 
(iv) [Ax, . . . ~,ICMlp=ta,,.. . , a,)+#, AUp[.~,/u,]. l l [s,/cc,], 
w [Y(f), 40 ==pa.[r, &3(a). 
Convention. Just as in the untyped case, 1 ,411 abbreviates to [ 1 whenever the 
interpretation is clear from the context. 
Definition 7.6. The .9( I )-set &A’(~) of f_ypt~~ Al-sthv~~es is the set of all closed 
Al-terms, i.e., 
The semantics of‘ typed &terms over an interpwtation .j depends only in the 
values of the envirwm~ent on the free wriat?les, in particular the sem;tntics of typed 
A,-schemes is independent of the environment (r-f. Lemma 3.9 for the typ+free case). 
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Again (I , & abbreviates to [ jJ whenever the interpretation is clear from the 
context. 
Analogously to Definitions 3.12 and 3. I3 we define the typed AZ-definable lements 
in A’ (r E 9( I)) and A, and formulate the options of equivalence for typed and 
type-free &-schemes. 
Definition 7.9. An element Q in A’, T E 9( I ), is typed Ax-definable iff there exists a 
&scheme S of type T with US, d]= a. 
An element a in A, is typed (t’) Ax-definable iff there exist T E 4(I) and 
SE %A’(z)’ with cp’([S, 41) = a. The sets of all typed AZ-definable elements in 
A’ and ,4, are denoted by %AC( z) k and .%A’( x)A41 respectively. 
Definition 7.10. let 7~ @(I), SE $-AC(i%)’ and RE AC(z). 
- S is equivalent o R (S =T R) iff US, d]= 11 R, 40’ for all interpretations 4. 
- S is m-equiuulent to R (S =x R) iff q’( US, 41) = [R, 41 for all interpretations 4. 
The notations for the equivalence relations in Definition 7.10 are not distinguished 
from those in Definition 3.13. However, it should be clear from the context which 
of them is meam 
We sha!l now define th.e translation function 3 which associates in a standard 
way to esch typed AZ-term a type-free AL-term using the Curry isomorphisms and 
simulation of the fixed-point operator by self-application. 
Definition 7.11. The translation function d : 3 - A (2) --) A (2 ) is defined inductively 
by 
ci) J(f’) =j- for j% E, 
(ii) &x)=x for xEX, 
(iii) J( t( t,, . . . , t,)) = A( r)A( t,) . . . A(I,), 
(iv) J(Ax I . . . .‘I, 111) = Ax, . . . x,A( f), 
(v) A(Y( 1)) = Y,A( 0. 
It is clear thirt in general the semantics of a typed Ax-term cannot be equal to the 
semantics of its translation, since different sets of environments are considered. 
Furthermore, in the definition of the semantics environments are inductively trans- 
formed. We therefore have to show the equivalence with respect o all environments 
p which coincide on the retracted cpo’s with the typed environment p and which 
:zap all variables on ideal values because the proof depends heavily on the idealness 
of the translated terms (for the notion of idealness, see Definition 2.17). 
Lemma 7.12. The translation qf’a typed AL-scheme is a Ax-scheme, i.e., A61 E A’$E) 
for all SE %A’(z). 
Proof. The proof is immediate by definition of A. El 
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Lemma 7.13. Let A = (4, a) be an interpretation, TE 9(I), t E T-A(2)‘, p E 5%~ 
and p’ E W,. 
Ifp(x) 1s u-ideal and +V(p(s)) = p(x‘] *for all x E X”, CT E S(I), then 
- (a) It, 4lp = +‘(IIAW, 811P)p and 
(b) [A(t), lfi@ is T-ideal. 
Part (a) is illustrated by the following diagram: 
Proof. Thl* nroqf follows by induction on the structure of t. 
Case (i): 1 =.f E 2’ 
(a) [.fllp = a(f) = $‘(~$(a(j*))) by Lemma 2.15 
= V@N.f‘)ll~ 1. 
(b) [J(j)@ = q’(~(j’)) r-ideal by Lemma 2.18. 
Case (ii): t = x E 2X’. (a) and (b) follow by hypothesis. 
Cm-e (iii): t = I,,( t,, . . . , 1,) 
G4 U4l~ =ll4dMi~dl~, . . -, Mlp~ 
I= t/I “I..~‘~~“(UA(~,,)~P)(JI’~(~~(~,)~,’~), . . . , t,V~(jJ(l,)1)/W 
by induction hypothesis 
= J’T(cF’*‘((l~(t,,)nu,tnjcf,)]l~, l . .) [J(r,-,np,, 
due to the idealness of /,, 0 s I’ 5: I 
= J/‘([J(l)lJfi) by Lemma S.6. 
by induction hypothesis 
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= fp((PquhX, . . . ~p4~o)llP)(d~(a,), . . .v cp’h))) 
by Lemmas 5.6 and 2.11 
== V@w)~iNa*, * * l 9 a,) by definition of $7 and Lemma 2.15. 
(b) It remains to show, for q,-ideal Q, (1 s us r), 
(1) ~‘o(cs”‘(ud(t)np’)(a,, . l ’ I a,)f= Jl’(llA(t)llP’)(IL’I(a,), . . l 3 V(ar)), 
(2) &$(!)&i)( a,, . . . , a,) is TO-ideal. 
(1) Jl’($p([A( t)&i)(a,, . . ‘ , a,)) = 
= CY[d( t,,)djjq&/a,] l ’ l [x,l %I, 
= 1 to~p[xl,$Y~( a,)]. . . [x,/f (a,)] by induction hypothesis 
= $‘([J( t)@J( $‘I( a,), . . . , t/Pr( a,)) using similar 
conversion as in (a). 
(3 cp”1(uJ(t~n13h, . . 
this is r,,-ideal lq induction 
(irse (v): t =Y( Sl 
9) UtUp = pu.USDp(a 1 
hypothesis. 
= pa.+ ‘*- “c[Jcs,np,(a, by induction hypothesis 
- ~‘(~~a.cp(U~(S)nij)(a)) by Lemma 2.19 
by Theorem 4.7 
(b) n~(t)U~=ey,j(S)n~=~a.co(uA(S)nIS)(a) by Theorem 4.7 
This is r-ideal by Lemma 2.20, since iJ( S)lp is (r, T)-ideal by induction hypothesis 
and J_ = cp’( I) is r-ideal by Lemma 2.18. q 
Remark (on the proof of the above lemma). The relation 11, Alp s <J’([ILI( t), djp) 
is straightforward, but for the opposite relation a careful examination of translated 
terms is necessary because the semantics of the translation of a typed term is in 
general greater than the semantics of this typed term. An extension of the type-free 
A-calculus by introduction of typed variables which will obtain injected meanings 
in all environments simplifies the proof of the corresponding, yet weaker, result 
(see [?2]). 
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Now we can show the translatability of typed &-schemes in equivalent type-free 
h--schemes. 
Proof. Take a E %V(S)>. Then there Asts an SE $-A’(z) such that u =[Sq 41. 
Choose an arbitrary environment p E 3% n. Then a = US, Alp by Definition 7.6. 
Define p E %, by ..~--$‘(p(x)) for all XE X”, (r~ $(I). 
Now 
a = f([A(S), A]p) by Lemma 7.13 
==u4s>, 9I1’ by Lemma 7.12, 
but then n EZ ~‘(1 ),:,r holds. 111 \ 
From Theorems 7.14 and 5.1 I we obtain the ‘Mezei-Wright-like’ result also for 
typed AL-schemes, a theorem which was shown directly by Damm [ 191. 
Th : following esample is an q~plic;~tion of the ‘h,ler.ci-~~‘r-ight-li~~’ re:sult, whttre 
the quivalence of rtn applicative (type-free) procedure and a recursive (&ped 1 
prcxedure, both for computing the factorial function. is demonstrated. 
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Introduction ): 
integer procedure P(.f, y ) : integer procedure f; integer y ; 
P:=ify=Othen 1 elsey*f(S,y-1). 
A procedure call of the form P( P, k) will deliver the value k! as result. 
The &-scheme which was abstracted from P reads as follows: 
p, = (Y, .4jb.(((cond y)l)(mult * v)((.ff’)(pred v)))), . 
where 
The infinite I-tree t = [( PA P,, )k, CT& which corresponds to the above pk*ocedure 
call, can now be evaluated kng Theorem 4. I and Lemma 5.8: 
t - eund 
/I\ 






k pred 1 mult 
I /‘\ 
k pred cond 
I /I\ 
For the typed case we consider the AI GOI -68 procedure R: 
proc R ;= (int .I, lint: 
begin 
if y=Othen 1 else!- * R(y- 1) 
end. 
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Frown R we abstract the following typed hz;-scheme: 
R, = Wry LconcQ, 1, muMy, dmWW)J ). 
Making use of the fixed-point property we can evaluate the infinite tree [RA (k), CTX], 
which corresponds to a procedure call of R with actual parameter k, and realize 
that the result is equal to t. 
The ‘Mezei-Wright-like’ result, proved above, now guarantees that, for each 
interpretation 4, 
IK Ph P,N, 4ni = llRA(k), 4n* 
In particular, we derive that in an ALGOL-60 program with procedure declaration 
P the call P( P, k) is equivalent to the call R(k) in‘ an ALGOL-68 program with 
procedure declaration R. 
The next theorem states the non-translatability of typed A--schemes into a- 
equivalent type-free &schemes. 
Theorem 7.17. There exists a typed A-scheme S such that, ,for all h-schemes R, S f: , R 
holds, i. e., 
%i’(~),,* g A’(,r).,j, 
(cl: Lkjinitions 3.12, 3.13, 7.9 and 7.1 I). . 
Proof. Let S = h.x”..Y”E 9?(Z)‘: 
cp’([AX” . s”, 41) = $(p* 0 rc/*) by retraction proper-tk 
This is not A-definable by Theorem 4.9. 0 
This theorem formalizes the ditticulties which arise in the proof of Lemma 7.13. 
8. Lambda-definability of formal languages 
In this section we a ~alyse the typed and type-free Iambdi\-detfnuble ibrmrrl 
languages with respect o the interpretation g ) with the constant c’ for the empty 
word, monadic prefis-operation for each n c E:, and II binary operation f . for the 
union. 
We shall show that in the class of typed lambda-definable languages the emptiness 
problem is decidable, whereas in the type-free case all recursively enumerable 
languages are definable. 
Hence, on the level of control structure of programmin;; languages, type-free 
application and abstraction is strictly more powerful than P,F~_U application and 
abstraction plus recursion. 
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For the definability in the limit domains A, we obtain the result that on this level 
the two classes of program schemes, typed and type-free are incomparable. 
In this section, let 2 = u w.” denote a finite set of monadic symbols for some i E 1 
and define & := 2 ti { +’ ‘I* ), e’ ‘* i‘}. 
Definition 8.1. The &-algebra !9(2”) of formal languages ouer C is defined by * 
(Z*), y) where 
(9 y(C)(Ll={awlwE L) for all aELI, Lx&E*), 
(ii) y(e)( i=i@). 
(iii) y( *)( L,, LA = L, u L;, for all t,, L2E 9(X*). I 
Lemma 8.2. C!T(T() is a continuous &_-algebra. 
Proof. The proof follows by standard procedures. Cl 
The next theorem states the decidability of the emptiness problem for typed 
A\, -definable languages. 
Tbeorem 6.3. Lr; S E .%A’( z’L)i. It is decidable whether [S, P(E*)] = 0. 
Proof, !_zt @ = (( t,f), /3) be the &algebra defined by 
(i) P(a)=id for each ~2, 
(ii) P(eN ) =X 
(iii) ~3( + )( b,, h,) = ‘L] { &, h,). 
@ is continuous with respect to the ordering s given by 
b, s b-, :a (b, = b,) v (6, = t and b2 =f>, 
i.e., 
0’ 
Let empty: Y( L*b p be defined by - 
L-+ 
t ifI,+, 
I’ if LsSti. 
It is easy to verify that empty is a strict continuous &homomorphism. 
0hse.r~ e that for each t c .9((i)) the set ( f,.f}’ is finite. Let S E 9-h (lZ,_) be a 
typed term and an effective p E 5% It, I.], i.e., p(x) is computable for all x E X. 
(*) US, Sup is recursive. We prove (*) by induction on the structure of. typed 
A&, -terms. 
(i) S = a E E: [a, @DC, = id is recursive. 
(ii) S = x: ox, @Dr, = p(s) is recursive by hypothesis. 
(iii) S = 1,,(1,, . . . , t,): [Sup =[tolp([f,]p,. . . , [r&3) is recursive. 
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(iv) S -= Ax, . . . x,. LtJ : [S]p is recursive. 
(v) S = Y(t): [S]p = pa.[tlp(a) is recursive by induction hypothesis. 
By the ‘Mezei-Wright-like’ result (Theorem 7.15) the assertion follows: 
L = [S, 9x)1 is empty iff empty(L) = t iff [S, { t,.f}] = t and this is decidable by 
- 
69. c2 
For the characterization of type-free AL, -definable languages we first realize that 
the recursively enumerable languages over C (RE(2)) are exactly the homomorphic 
image of the class of partial recursive &-trees. 
bmma 8.4. RL:( 1) z= Ir.,,*,(PR(CT\, )). 
-’ 
Proof. ;+r the proof, see Fehr \%a]. 
A’(& ) ,I,.\-‘, .= RE(9. 
-’ 
Proof 
A”(& ) ,‘(\“) = 17 pea*, ( PR(CT\, ) 1 by Theorem 63 1_’ 
= RE(3 by Lemma 8.3. C1 
The next theorem states that the class of the semantics of h:, -schemes is not 
contained in the class of the semantics of typed A\,-schemes, i.e., the converse of 
Theorem 7.14 does nut hold. 
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Theorem 8.6. A’(Z),qz tT-h’(S)’ f A 
Z-algebra 41 and a tjpe T E 9( I).- 
or some set of operation symbols 2, a continuous 
Proof. Choose 4 = sp_(r*) as above and T = i E I. Let LE RE(2) be an arbitrary 
recursively enumerable anguage. By Theorem 8.5 there exists a &,-scheme S with 
)I’ = L Since the emptiness problem is unsolvable for r.e. languages, we 
can deduce from Theorem 8+3 that there cannot in general exist a typed AIL-scheme 
which is equivalent to S. 61 
Now we derive that type-free and typed h =,-definability in A, is not comparable. 
Theorem 8.7. 7bere exists an interpreta%n 4 such that 
T-A’(Z‘)9x G &+r and A”(x), G %A‘(li)4;l ~ . Ip 
Proof. For s(r*) as interpretation of Arl-schemes, 
and by Theorem 8.6 the converse also holds. 0 
Howevtt , on the level of control structures of programming languages, the class 
of type-free lambda-schemes is strictly more powerful than the class of typed 
lambda-schemes. 
Theorem8.8. .Y = AC(X)&Ac(Z)A~f _ or some interpretation 4 and some type 7 E 9( I ). 
Proof. The proof is immediate by Theorems 7.14 and 8.6. III 
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